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STANDARD GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR CONCRETE AND REINFORCED

CONCRETE.

TABLh OF CONTKNTS.

MATERIALS.
Sec.

I.—Cement.

2.—Sand.

3.—Crushed Stone.

4.—Gravel.

5.—Cinders.

b.—Watei.
7.—Steel.

8.—Mortar.
9.—Concrete.

10.—Cinder Concrete.

II.—Reinforced Concrete.

12.—Reinforced Cinder Concrete.

13.—Rubble Concrete.

METHODS OF CALCULATION.

M-—Proportioning of Parts.

15.—Loading: Generally.

Total load.

Dead load.

Live load.

Static equivalents of loads.

«6.—Loads on Buildingr Columns.
17.—Span of Beams and Slabs.

18.—Bending Moments of Beams and Slabs.

Bcms and slabs without constraint.

Beams and slabs continuous over three or more spans.
Beams and slabs continuous over two equal spans.

Special cases of beams and slabs.

Hi



MP:TM0I)S ok CALCILATIOX—row/mM^rf.

Sec.

19.—Assumptions for Stresses in Beams and Slabs.

20.—Proportioning of Tee-Beams.

31.—Proportioning of Slabs.

Slabs with reinforcing in one direction only.

Slabs with reinforcing in two or more directions

22.—Proportioning of Piers and Columns.

Relative length of piers and columns.

Effective area of columns.

Diameter of columns.

Measurement of length of columns.

I'NIT STRFSSF.S.

23.—Ultimate Compressive Strength of Concrete.

24.—Compressive Stress in Piers and Abutments.

25.—Bearing Stress on Piers and .Abutments.

26.—Compressive Stress in Columns.

Columns with longitudinal reinforcing only.

Hooped columns.

Limits of ratios.

27.—Compressive Stress in Beams.

28.—Shearing Stress in Beams.

Formula for shearing stress

Limits of shearing stress.

Stirrups.

29. —Bond Stress.

30.—Modular Ratio.

31.—Steel.

Physical properties of medium steel bars.

Physical properties of high carbon steel bars

Physical properties of cold-twisted bars.

Reduction of percentage of elongation.

Defects and finish of bars.

Bars rolled from bi'lets preferred.

Twisting of bars.

Re-rolled bars over i
* diameter.

32.—Unit Stresses for Steel.

T'-nsion.

Compression.

I
'!*3?'-;S,'^a;':.aj3c-5
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33.-

34 —

3$-

36-

37-

38-

39-

40.-

41-

42-

43-

44 —

45—'

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS IN DESIGN.

Limiting Proportions of Inarredienti of Morur Generally.
Limitinff proportions of mortar ingredientt.

Determination of proportions of iayredicnts.

Limiting Proportions of Ingredients of Concrete Generally.
Limiting proportions of concrete ingredients.
Determination of proportions of ingredients.

-Proportions of Ingredients for Waterproof Concrete.
-Limiting Proportions of Ingredients in Concrete for Beams, etc.
-Limiting Proportions of Ingredients in Conrrete for Columns.
-Crushed Stone or Gravel for Fireproof Concrete.
-Embedment of Steel.

Spacing of Steel.

Minimum spacing of bars generally.

Spacing of bars in slabs.

-Splicing of Steel.

-Minimum Length of Slab Reinforcing.
Reinforcing in Columns.

Bonding of longitudinal bars.

Bonding by means of sleeves.

Minimum spacing of ties for longitudinal bars.
Fireproofing.

Protection of steel in slabs, beams and columns.
Protecting layer of piers and abutments.

Contraction Joints.

Contraction joints in reinforced concrete.

Contraction joints in mass concrete.

WORKM.ANSHIP.
46.—Foundations.

Trimming and form erection.

Cleaning and uawatering.
47-—Formwork. '

!

48.—Storage of Cement.
Storage building.

Piling of cement in storage.

40—Storage of Sand. Crushed Stone and Gravel.
SO.—Measuring of Ingredients.

Measuring of cement, sand, crushed stone and gravel.
Amount of water required.

Proportions to be accurately maintained.



WORKMANSMII'—r.; >r.., u.

Stc.

SI.—Mixing of Ingredients.

Batch miiing.

Hand mixing.

Machine mixing.

Re-mixing and re-tempering forbidden.

Consistency of mortar and concrete.

Temperature of mixture.

$3.—Placing above Water.

Surfaces receiving concrete.

Immediate placing of mortar and concrete.

Partly set mortar or concrete not to be U!«cd.

Ingredients not to be separated.

Smoothnes' nf expansion joints.

Removal c tance.

Horizontal sses and temporary bulkheads.

Pla< Insr during cold weather.

T' > veMed or floated horizontal surfaces.

A;, titation of surfacing.

,
- -Curing.

Protection from the sun.

Protection against drying out.

54.—Form Removal.

55.—Placing Under Water.

Reinforced Concrete.

56.—General.

57.—Crushed Stone and Gravel.

58.—Storage of Steel.

59.—Fabri ation and Placing of Steel Reinforcing.

Jteel to be accurately fabricated and placed.

Steel to be kept clean.

60.—Cleaning of Form Work.

Cleaning of forms.

Cleaning-holes in column forms.

61.—Depositing of Con -rete.

Depositing to be done in small quantities and' manipulated.

Column work to be stopped at bottom of beams.

Beams and slabs to be deposited continuously.

62.—Discontinuance of Work.

63.—Fteezin<4 Weather.

64.—Form Removal.



WORKMA^iSHlP—Continued.

Cinder Concrete.

65.—General.

66.—Storafire of Cinders.

Reinforced Cinder Concrete.

67.—General.

68.—Size of Cinders.

Rubble Concrete.

69.—Soundness of Boulders and Rock.
70.—Embedding Rubble.

TESTS AND INSPECTION.

71.—Tests of Materials.

72.—Field Tests of Concrete.

73-—Test Loads on Floors.

74.—Inspection.

MATERIALS.

Cekent.

"Cement" shall be Portland cement complying in every
particular with the "Specification for Portland Cement and Standard
Methods of Testing" adopted by the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers.

As far as practicable the same brand shall be used throughout
each piece of work.

Sand.

"Sand" shall be natural or artificial silicious material having
particles graded from fine to coarse. It shall be free from dust>

soft particles, vegetable loam o- other foreign matter. The
particles shall be of such a size that all will pass through
a circular hole }i' in diameter in a thin plate and that

none will pass through a circular hole i-ioo' in diameter in a thin

plate.



Crxtshed Stone.

"Crushed Stone" shall be silicious or calcareous material

having: fragments graded from fine to coarse. It shall be made by

crushing natural rock or boulders having a crushing strength of

at least 6,000 pounds per square inch, and be free from flat pieces,

dust, soft particles and foreign matter. It shall be clean, hard and

durable. The fragments shall be generally uniform in shape and

of such a size as to pass through a circular hole 2H' in diameter

in a thin plate and that none will pass through a circular hole J4'

in diameter in a thin plate.

4. Gravel.

"Gravel" shall be the naturally produced material correspond-

ing in every particular to the requirements of crushed stone.

5. Cinders.

"Cinders" shall be hard, clean, vitreous clinker, thoroughly

vitrified, crushed to such a size that all will pass through a circular

hole 3^' in diameter in a thin plate and none will pass through a

circular hole }i' in diameter in a thin plate, and be free from

sulphides, ashes, coal, coke or any material combustible at a

temperature below 1,500° Fahrenheit.

6. Water.
'Water" shall be fresh water and be free from oil, acid,

alkalis, organic or saline matter.

7. Steel.

"Steel" shall have the properties set forth in Section 31, and

be free from mill scale, excessive rust, oil or other foreign matter.

8. Mortar.
"Mortar" shall be composed of cement, sand and water.

9. Concrete.
"Concrete" shall be composed of mortar and crushed stone or

gravel, or of mortar and crushed stone and gravel.

10. Cinder Concrete.

"Cinder Concrete" shall be composed of mortar and cinders.

ri. Reinforced Concrete.

"Reinfofced Concrete" shall be composed of concrete in which

steel of small sectional area 'S systematically embedded at the



time ot depositing the concrete for the purpose of formingr a struc-

ture in which the component parts act together in resisting applied

forces.

12. Reinforced Cinder Concrete.

"Reinforced Cinder Concrete" shall be composed of cinder

concrete in which steel of small sectional area is systematically

embedded at the time of depositing the cinder concrete for the

purpose of forming a structure in which the component parti act

together in resisting applied forces.

13 Rubble Concrete.

"Rubble Concrete" shall be the mass obtained by embedding
boulders, fragments of rock, or both, in concrete while being de-

posited in place.

U-

«5-

16.

METHODS OF CALCULATION.

Proportioning of Parts.

Every structure of concrete or of reinforced concrete shall be

so designed that any possible combination of loading thereon will

not produce stresses of greater intensity than the unit stresses

given in this specification.

Loading Generally.

The loads to be resisted shall be considered to consist of the

dead load and the live load.

The dead load shall be the weight of th£ structure itself and

any other fixed loads.

The live load shall be all loads other than dead loads.

The loads shall be reduced to their static equivalents by a

recognized method of design. All dynamic, vibratory and impact

effects shall be considered and provided for.

Loads on Building Columns.

In the case of columns in buildings which support three or

more floors, reduction of live load may be made in accordance

with this section, except in the case of buildings such as ware-

houses in which the doors are liable to be fully loaded simultane-

ously. For the columns supporting the roof and top floor the full

live load shall be taken. For the succeeding columns taken in

order, the full live load on such columns may be reduced succes-

sively by S% until a reduction of 50% is reached. For all lower

columns the live load shall be taken as at least 50% of that used in

calculating the floors.



17. Span of Beams and Slabs.

The effective span of beams or slabs shall be the clear span

plus the depth of beam or slab, but need not exceed the distance

from centre to centre of supports. Brackets shall not be con-

sidered as affecting the clear span in this connection.

1 8. Bending Moments of Beams and Slabs.

Taking w to represent the equivalent static load per unit

length of span of beam or slab, and 1 to represent the effective

span length, the following bending moments shall be used:

—

(a) For beams or slabs supported at both ends without con*

straint, +-
wl^

8
(b) For beams or slabs continuous over three or more equal

wl' wl'
spans. +— at centres of interior spans and —— over their inter-

wl*
mediate supports ; and -) at the section of maximum bendmg

wl*
moment in end spans and over their inner supports.0

(c) For beams or slabs continuous over two equal spans only,

wl* wl*
-^ -^over the centre support, and H at the section of maximum

lO

bending moment in the spans.

When the spans are of unequal lengths, or when special cases

of loading arise, the bending moments over the supports shall be

computed on static principles, and the moments in the spans shall

be determined on the assumption that the moments at the supports

are only effective to fifty per cent, of their static value.

IQ. Assumptions for Stresses in Beams and Slabs.

The stresses in beams and slabs due to the bending moment

shall be determined from the principles of the bending of homo-

geneous beams, using the following assumptions,

—

(a) that the modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression

is constant,

(b) that the tensile resistance of concrete is negligible, and

the steel reinforcer ent carries all the tension,



(d)

(e)

(f)

lO

that plane transverse sections of a beam before bending
remain plane after bending,

that the steel and concrete are properly bonded together,
and that in beams reinforced on the compression side
the two materials are stressed in compression in the
ratio of their moduli of elasticity,

that initial stress in the beam due to shrinkage of the
concrete is negligible,

that the effective depth of a beam or slab is measured
from the extreme compression layer to the centre line
of the tension reinforcement.

20. Proportioning of Tee Beams.

In beam and slab construction the design shall provide efficient
bond between the slab and beam. The slab on one or both sides
of the stem of the beam shall be regarded as forming part of the
compression area of the beam. The effective width of slab so
actmg shall not exceed one-fourth of the span of the. beam, and
the overhang on each side of the stem shall not exceed fpur times
the slab thickness, nor twice the width of the stem.

Where a tee-beam is continuous, as at a column, and the
bending moment undergoes reversal, the stresses due to the end
moment shall be computed as for a rectangular beam reinforced on
both tension and compression sides.

ai. Proportioning of Slabs.

When the reinforcement of the slab runs in one direction only,
computations shall be made by the formula for simple beams.

When employing flat slab systems where the reinforcement runs
in two or more directions the designer shall use his judgment in
the interpretation of theories regarding stresses therein, and of
experimental results obtained from slabs so reinforced.

22. Proportioning of Piers and Columns.
When the unsupported length of a compression member sub-

jected to axial load does not exceed six times the least dimension
of Its effective area, it shall be deemed a pier, and .. its unsupport-
ed length exceed the above limit it shall be deemed a column. All
columns shall be reinforced.

The effective area of a column shall be the area included within
the line circumscribing and touching the outermost reinforcing.
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The diameter of a column shall be the least dimension of its

«. Tective area.

The length of column shall be measured between its lateral

supports, neglectii. bracketing, and shall not exceed fifteen times

its diameter.

UNIT STRESSES.

23. Ultimate Compressive Strength of Concrete.

In the absence of tests on concrete made from the materials

to be used, the following values shall be taken as the ultimate com-

pressive strength of concrete, twenty-eight days after mixing,

having the proportions of ingredients as set foi»h.

Ultimate compressive strength in

per square inch
p unds

Proportion of ingredients

(cement, sand, crushed
•tone or gravel) 1:1:2 UIH:3 1:2:4 U2}i:6 1.3:6

Kind of crushed stone or

gr.vel

Granite, trap rock
Gravel, hard limestone or

hard sandstone
Soft limestone or soft sand-

stone

3300

3000

•i2or

800

2800

2500

1800
700

2200

2000

IPOO
600

ISOO

1600

1200
500

1400

130O

1000
Cinders 400

34. Compressive Stress in Piers and Abutments.

The compressive stress in concrete piers and abutments shall

not exceed 25% of the ult.jnate compressive strength of the con-

crete.

25. Bearing Stress on Piers and Abutments.

The bearing stress on piers and abutments shall not exceed

one-third of the ultimate compressive strength of the concrete, if

the compression be applied to a surface of concrete less than one-

half the surface of the pier or abutment, otherwise the bearing



itreit shall not exceed 25% of the ultimate compressive strength
of the concrete.

26. Compressive Stress :•, Columns.

The safe axial load on columns shall be determined by the
following formulae,

—

(i) Columns with longitudinal reinforcing only,
P-Af, [i + (n— i)p]

(3) Hooped columns,

P-Af. [i + (n— I) (2.4h + p)]
in which P safe axial load, in pounds.

A = effective area of column, in square inches.

A. - sectional area of longitudinal steel embedded in
the concrete, in square inches.

' A
= 25 % of the ultimate comprcajive strength of the

concrete, in pounds per square inch,

n = modular ratio of steel to concrete =» 15.

jj ^ volume of circuaferential reinforcing
volume of column enclosed

P . „
^ shall not exceed 50% of the ultimate compressive strength of

the concrete.

For columns with longitudinal reinforcing only, p shall not be
less than 0.01 nor more than 0-04.

Columns shall be deemed hooped columns when h is not less
than 0.007S nor more than 0.015, and when p is not less than 0.01.
The value of (h+p) for hooped columns shall not exceed 0.05, and
h shall not exceed p.

When the above stresses are used the length of a hooped column
shall not exceed ten times its diameter as defined in Section 22.

P

f.

JT. Compressive Stress in Beams.

The compressive stress at the extreme layer of be- -ns shall not
exceed 32?^% of the ultimate compressive strength of the concrete
The estimated compressive stress due to the end moment on a
continuous beam may be allowed to exceed this value by 15%.



SRXAKiTJG STKISS IN BEAUS.

The shearingr stress, v, in the concrete of beams shall he com-

pnted by the following formula.

—

V
* " bjd

in which V total shear at any section, in pounds.

b » breadth of a rectangular beam, or of stem of

tee-beam, in inches,

d « depth of beam, in inches.

jd > distance from tensile reinforcing to centre of

compr ssion, in inches.

For beams having tension reinforcing only, v shall not exceed

3% of the ultimate compressive strength of the concrete.

For beams in which part of the tension reinforcing is bent>

as opportunity offers, so as to provide inclined shear reinforcing,

the value of v shall not exceed 3% of the ultimate compressive

strength of the concrete.

For beams in which v exceeds 3 % of the ultimate compressive
strength of the concrete additional shear reinforcing shall be pro-

vided in the form of stirrups inclined or normal to t'lie tension re-

inforcins. and looped around or connected to it. Using the above
notation and letting s - spacing of stirrups, in inches, eich stirrup

aVs
shall be designed to withstand a pull of -^ if set normally to the

tension reinforcement, and a pull of seven-tenths of this amount if

inclined at 45° to the tension reinforcing. The spacing of the

shear stirrups shall not exceed 60% of the depth of the beam.
Stirrups shall be of such a length that they approach within two
inches of opposite faces of the beam, and they shall be so anchored

or bonded that they can develop the pull for which they are de-

signed. The value of v for beams so reinforced shall not exceed

6% of the ultimate compressive strength of the concrete.

Bond Stress.

The bond stress between concrete and steel shall not exceed

4% of the ultimate compressive strength of the concrete for plain

or deformed bars, nor 2% of the ultimate compressive strength of

the concrete for drawn wire.

Modular Ratio.

The ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steei to that of con-

crete shall he taken as 15.
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31. Steil.

Steel for reinforcing, whether in the form of ban or atrectural

shapes, shall have the following physical properties,-^

1

Medium Steel High Carbon Steel
Cold-

Twisted
Bars fro ID

1

1
Medium

;
Plain

1

Deformed Plain Deformed Steel as
pecifitd

Ultimate Tensile
Strength, in
pound* per •<].

inch=T

55,000
to

70,000
!

65,000
to

70,000

Minimum
of

•0,000

Minimum
of

80,000

S\000

Yield Point Mini-
mum, in poundii
per sq. inch .... U.000 33.000 60,000 00,000

Elongation, Mini- 1,400,000 1,250,000 1.900,000 1,000,000

8%mum, per cent,

in 8 ins T T T T

Cold Bend without
Fracture(t- thick-
neiis or diameter,
d = inside diameter
of bend).

i

For bars, or speci-
mens cut from
structural shapes,
where t is less

than ii-

180» ISO*-

flat

180»
(i 3t

180"

ds4t
180»

d=2t

For bars, or speci-

mens cut from
structural shapei,
where t equals or
is greater than }{'

180»

d=t
ISO"
d = t

HO*
d = 3t

90«

d=4t
180»

d=3t

For each 34* increase in diameter or thickness above %'
nominal diameter or thickness, and for each i-i6* decrease in

diameter or thickness for bars below 7-16' nominal diameter or

thickness a deduction of i % shall be made from the above specified

percentage of elongation; but these modifications for elongation
shall not apply to cold twisted bars.



Material shall be free from injr.rious seams, flaws or crackt.
and shall have a workmanlike finish.

Bars shall pref<»rably be rolled from billets.

Cold twisted bant shall have at least on? complete twist in «
length equal to twelve times the thickness of the bar.

Re-rolled bars more than i' in diameter shall not be accepted.

1
32. Unit Stresses for Steel.

The following unit stresses for steel shall not be exceeded.—
In Tension,

Medium steel, high carbon steel and cold-twisted bars,
16,000 i>ounds per square inch.

Re-rolUd bars, 13,000 pounds pe/ square inch.
In Compression, •

All steel, 15 times the specified unit stress for the concrete
in which it is embedded.

GENER.'^L REQUIREMENTS IN DESIGN.

S3. Limiting Proportions or lNr.REDiENTs of Mortar Generally.

Not more than three parts of sand shall be added to one part
of cement.

To make mortar, the exact proportions shall be determined be-
fore the commencement of the work, having in mind the strength
and density required and the characteristics of the materials to be
used.

p4- Limiting Proportions of Ingredients of Concrete Generally.

The number of parts of crushed stone or gravel, or of crushed
stone and gravel in concrete, shall not exceed twice the number of
parts of sand in the mortar of the concrete.

The exact proportions of the ingredients shall be determined
before the commencement of the work, having in mind the strength
and density required and the characteristics of the materials to be
used.

Proportioning of Ingredients for Waterproof Concrete.

Where waterproofness is necessary the proportions of ingredi-
ents of the concrete shall be determined by experiment to obtain
the- requisite strength and the maximum density.
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38.
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LnanNO Pkoportions of iNomsoaNTt m CoNcmiTi ro» Bbaki .

ITC.

In building construction one miiture ihall be used throughout

for girders, beams and •labi. In no caie shall there be used a

mortar containing more than two and one half parta of sand to

one part of cement.

LnflTiNO Proportions of Incredunts in Concrrti for CoLuiots.

In building construction one mixture shall b« used for the

columns throughout the same story. In no case shall there be used

a mortar containing more than two parts of sand to one part of

cement.

Crushed Stone or Gravel for Fireproof Concrete.

Where fireproofness is neceiisary. crushed stone or gravel con-

taining more than $% of carbonates shall not be used.

Embedment of Steel.

The distance from the surface of the concrete to the nearest

surface of the reinforcing steel shall not be less than the sidt or

diameter of the bar. and in no case shall it be less than W- For

this purpose bars of other than square or circular section shall be

considered as having the diameter of an equal circular section.

40. Spacing of Steel.

The distance from centre to centre of adjacent bars shall not

be less than the perimeter of the larger of the bars.

In slabs the distance from centre to centre of adjacent bars

shall not exceed twice the depth of the slab.

41. Splicing of Steel.

As far as practicable all reinforcing bars shall be in one length.

When splices or laps are necessary they shall be made so as to

develop the full strength of the bar.

42. Minimum Lengths of Slab Reinforcing.

The ends of slab reinforcing shall completely cross the beam

or girder on which the slab rests.

43- Reinforcing in Columns.
_

Vertical reinforcinjr bars shall be carried into the footings a

sufficient distance to transmit the stress in the ?' to the concrete

of the footing by means of bearing and bond sses. The bars

L^
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of the lower tections of colamns thall extend above the upper tur-

face of the slab a sufficient distance to enable the bars of the next

•ucccedinf section of column to be effectively bonded with them.

Reinforcinff bars over i' diameter, if not lapped, shall have

their ends trimmed square and be butted with a sleeve not less than

ta' loag.

The steel tics holding the vertical reinforcing in its assigned

position shall not be more than is' apart.

44. FlREPROOFINO.

Where fireproofing is rr-quired the steel reinforcing shall be

protected by at least K' of concrete in slabs, iJ4' of concrete in

beams, and 3' of concrete in columns, but in no case shall the pro-

tecting layer be of less thickness than that required by Section 39.

In concrete piers and abutments which may be subjected to

the action of fire the outside concrete for a depth of i}4' shall be

considered as a protecting layer and shall not be computed in de-

termining the effective area of the pier or abutment.

4S. Contraction Joints.

Contraction joints shall be provided unless sufficient steel is

embedded to safely withstand temperature changes.

In mass concrete subjected to temperature changes construc-

tion joints shall be provided at abrupt changes of section, and

preferably at sections not more than thirty feet apart.

WORKMANSHIP.

Mortar and Concrete.

46. Foundations.

The foundations •'"'' he trimmed as accurately as practicable

and shall be at le; ge as the dimensions on the approved

drawings. Form w all be erected wherever foreign material

can become mixed wun the concrete or mortar while the same is

being deposited.

The bearing stratum shall be cleaned '--f all foreign material.

It shall also be free from water if practicable. Under no drcum-

stances shall mortar or concrete be deposited in running water.

47. Form Work.
Form work shall be substantially and accurately construc»-d.

It shall be plumb and true to line, well fixed, braced and supported %

mmm



to coy the ImpoMd loads, and be rigid enoufh to retain proper

^itn7^t .Bd correct contour, until the concrete will have b^ome

well set. Form work thall be tufficiently tight to prevent leakage.

Immediately before depositing concrete the form .hall be carefully

cleaned out. after having been finally trued up. A thin, evencoat-

ing of .oft .oap or oil may be applied to new form, before erection

Such a coating .hall be applied in every instanr. where form work

i. to be u.ed more than once. Form work that ha, been prenou.!y

used .hall be thoroughly cleaned before re-erectjon an. rftven a

protecting coat of .he .ame material a, that already «e^ ~
J*;

Form work .hall be so fastened together that it may be removal

without injury to any part of the permanent .tructure.

a8. STOKAOX Of CEMINT. ., j t„ nji—

.

45. »TO«Ao.
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ j^ ^ weather-tight ventilated buflding.

The floor of the building .hall be raiwd above the ground to en.ure

*^The cement shall be neatly piled in carload lot. in the original

sack., and be marked in a diatinctive manner for identification

purpose..

in STO«AOE OF SaND, CRUSHED STONE AND GEAVEL.

which has been cleaned free from vegetable and other foreign

materials.

(a Measuring or Ingredients.
. ^ ,, ^ ^

All sand, cement. cru.hed .tone and gravel .hall be measured

by loose volume.
*

• ^ ^

The necessary amount of water to produce the required con-

sistency of mortar or concrete shall be determined from time to

time, taking into account the atmospheric conditions and the

variations of moisture in the sand, crushed stone or gravel before

°"*A11 of the materials shall be systematically measured through-

out the whole of the work, and the required proportions shall be

accurately maintained.

«i. Mixing ok Ingredients. ^ .. . i

All mortar and concrete shall be made in batch mixers unless

it is impracticable to do so. in which case it shall be mixed by

hand.

Mixing by hand shall be done on a smooth water-tight platform.

The sand and cement shall first be mixed dry until the whole mass

mmmum
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in bomoffcaeotti ind of ptrfectly even color throuffhout. Sufficient

water shall then be added to make flowing morur. In the proceat

of making the mortar the materials shall be turned over at least

five times. If concrete is to be made, wetted crushed stone or

gravel shall then be added and the whole mass turned over at least

four times and until it has become homogeneous and of even color

and consistency.

Mixing by machine shall produce a homogeneous mass of con-

crete perfectly uniform in color ^nd even in consistency. The whole

mass shall be in continuous motion within the machine for a period

of not less than one t inute. and the entire batch shall be dis-

charged before any further materials are placed in the machine.

The re-mixing or re-rtempering of mortar or concrete which

has partly set shall not be permitted.

The general consistency of the mortar or concrete shall be such

that the mass will flow readily in the 'orms, and that it car be con-

veyed from the mixer to the forms .ithout separation of the in-

gredients.

The temperature of the mixture on completion of the mixing

shall not be less than 40° Fahrenheit. The water, sand aiid crushed

stone or gravel shall be heated, if necessary, to obtain this result.

In no case sh»V crystals o; ice either in the sand or in the crushed

stone be permitted to reach the mixing platform or the mixing

machine.

5a. Plaono above Watkr.
The surface on which concrete i; to be deposited shall be

specially cleaned for the purpose. !' tbe surface be rock it shall

be given a coat of ?;rout compo^^'i of equal parts of cement and

sand well brushed into the surface and all the crevices. If the

surface, vertical or otherwise, be of concrete which has set hard it

shall be spalled or roughened and afterwards thoroughly brushed

over with grout composed of equal parts of cement and sand. If

the surface be of concrete which has not set hard the spalling or

roughening may be omitted, but grout composed of equal parts

of cement and sand shall be applied as specified above.

Mortar and concrete shall be placed immediately after being

mixed.

Mortar or concrete which has partly set shall not be used.

Concrete shall be conveyed in watertight carriers and deposited

in such a manner that the ingredients will not be separated, and

the mass shall be consolidated by being worked after placini. The

coarser ingredients shall be removed from contact with the form-

work by the manipulation of a special tool.
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The depositing of concrete at expansion joints shall be done

with the same care and attention as that required to ensure a smooth

finish to exposed surfaces.
, . _« »

In all cases laitance which may have formed on the surface ot

deposited concrete shall be carefully and entirely removed.

Concrete shall be deposited in approximately horizontal masses,

and the work shall be stopped only at regular or temporary vertical

bulkheads. r u i „„,k
Arch rings shall be built m sections of such length

as will permit of all concrete in any one section being placed

without stopping. If circumstances render this impracticable, bulk-

heads shall be placed normal to the line of pressure.

In building bench walls or abutments of arches the tops of such

walls shall be finished normal to the line of pressure, and no

horizontal joints shall be made.

During freezing weather concrete shall be taken from the mixer

and deposited in the forms so that no part of it shall be frozen and

the temperature of the mass when deposited shall not be less than

35° Fahrenheit. The concrete shall be prevented from freezing

until setting has taken place and until the process of hardenmg

has begun.

Trowelled or floated horizontal surfaces shall be not less than

one inch in thickness. They shall be composed of concrete pro-

portioned according to the requirements for wear. The mortar shall

contain at least one part of cement to two parts of sand. The

nominal size of the crushed stone or gravel shall not exceed half

the thickness of the wearing course, and in no case shall it ex-

ceed H'- .. , r u
If possible the surfacing shall be applied immediately after the

placing of the mass concrete, but when this is impracticable the

mass concrete shall be thoroughly washed and treated with a

coat of grout composed of equal parts of cement and sand

thoroughly brushed in before the surfacing is applied. In trowelling

or floating the surface pure cement unmixed with sand shall not

be used.

S3. Curing.

Concrete shall be protected from the direct rays of the sun

for at least three days after being deposited when the maximum

temperature is above 60° Fahrenheit in the sun.

For a period of seven days after being deposited concrete shall

be kept moistened when the maximum temperature in the shade

is above 60° Fahrenheit.
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C4. FOKM Removal. ^
"

, -.. v
. . The lonni shall not be removed from concrete *ork until the

concrete is safely self-supporting, and. where additional concrete is

to be added, until it has sufficient strength to safely susUin the

superimposed load,

55. PtACWOUMOniWATEK. j ;

When concrete is- to be deposited under water the site shall be

cleared from all foreign matter and all currents of *ater shall be

eliminated. The concrete shall be deposited immediately after

mixing in iach a way as to displacie the water and at the same time

to obviate the separation of the ingredients. The work shall be

carried on continuously if practicable and in such a manner as to

prevent the formation of laitance between successive masses of

concrete.

REINFORCED CONCRETE.

56. (^NXRAL.
. u ,. I .-

All the requirements of the preceding sections shall apply to

reinforced concrete as far as consistent.

57. c»usHW» Stone AND GaAVEL. '

The largest fragments of crushed stone or pieces of gravel tor

reinforced concrete shall be of such a siie as to pass through a

areolar hole H' in diameter in a thin plate.

58. Storage or Steel.
, , . . j

Steel shall be stored on skids clear of the ground and protected

from rain and snow.

w Fabrication and Placing of Steel Reinforcing.

All steel reinforcing shall be fabricated and placed in strict

conformity with the dimensions on the approved drawings, and it

shall be truly lined up and so held in position that displacement

shall not occur during the depositing or manipulation of the con-

"""^

No material shall be permitted to adhere to the surface of the

steel reinforcing until the concrete in which it is to be embedded

is being deposited.

60. Cleaning or Form Work.

Immediately before depositing the concrete the form work shall

be entirely cleaned of all foreign material, preferably by the use of

a pressure hose and nozzle discharging water, steam or air.



In column forms an openinsr shall be provided at the bottom

of the form work of every column in order that every particle of

foreign materia) may be readily removed.

6i. Dbfositing or Concrite.

The concrete shall be deposited in small quantities preferably

as a uniform stream. It shall be manipulated in such a manner as

to ensure perfect adhesion to the entire surface of the steel reinforc-

ing and to remove all impounded water or air.

In depositing concrete in columns the work shall be discon-

tinued at the elevation of the bottom of beams for a period of not

less than three hours before depositing the beam concrete. In the

absence of beams the elevation of the bottom of the slab shall be

taken as the stopping plane. Before commencing the depositing of

the beam concrete (or slab concrete in beamless systems), every

column shall be examined for laitance, which if present shall be

immediately removed.

The concrete for slabs shall be deposited continuously with the

beams. Special care shall be exercised to procure perfect homo-

geneity of tee-beam construction.

63. Discontinuance of Work.

Every structural element shall be completed without discon-

tinuance if practicable. Unless completed in one operation, beams

and slabs shall be discontinued only by the use of vertical bulk-

heads placed at the section of maximum bending moment.

63. Freezing Weather.
In protecting reinforced concrete from frost a system which

will drive the moisture out of the concrete shall not be used.

64. Form Removal.
The forms shall not be removed until the times named in the

following table have elapsed after depositing concrete, not count-

ing periods in which the temperature has been below 35° Fahrenheit.

Part
Minimum number of 24-hour days

elapsed after depositing

Potts under beams and ^rdera. . •

.

Floor Bl&b oanets ......•.•>••••••

20
10

Wall forms 8
4

All other part*

4
10
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CINDER CONCRETE.

6s- Gbnual.
All the requirements of the preceding sections shall apply to

cinder ctmcrete as far as consistent.

66. Storage of Cindkrs.

Cinders shall be stored on a site which has been cleaned free

from vegetable and other foreign materials.

REINFORCED CINDER CONCRETE.
67. GKNUtAL.

All the requirements of the preceding sections shall apply to

reinforced cinder concrete as far as consistent.

68. SIZZ OF CiNDEKS.

The largest particles of cinders for reinforced cinder concrete

shaU pass through a circular ho'c H' ia diameter in a thin plate,

and none shall pass through a 'ircular hole H' in diameter in a

thin plate.

RUBBLE CONCRETE.

69. SOUNDNEiSS OF BOULDERS AND ROCK.

All boulders and pieces of rock shall be perfectly sound, im-

pervious and durable.

70. Ehbeddinc Rubble.

All boulders and pieces of rock shall be thoroughly cleaned of

foreign material, and after being wetted they shall be either floated

into the concrete matrix or placed upon a floating bed with full

bearing, in which case the concrete, as it is being raised around

them, shall be manipulated in a manner similar to that required

for exposed faces of walls. The mortar in the concrete shall be

made to adhere perfectly to every part of the surface of the boulders

and rock. When work is discontinued a sufficient number of bould-

ers shall project above the concrete surface to ensure bond with

succeeding concrete work.

TESTS AND INSPECTION.

71. Tests of Materials.

All the materials shall be systematically csted in accordance

with the recogniied rules of the art for each i.iaterial. The results

of the tests shall comply with the requirements of these specifica-

tions.



73- F^U, TEsy OK CoNC^«-^^
^^ ^„^„^,, ,„, „,«„ „ u.e work pro-

gtesae. to check the denrity of the mixt«re5 ««i ** «?
°J

•«7^;-

?he test pieces 'hall be cubes. rectMsrular pr.M..«r
f»»^«"' ^'i:

ing a volume not less than one-fourth of a cubic foot. They »hall

be poured from the regular run of the mortar or conixr-- «s de-

noshed and be left to set under the same conditions as th« aiatenal

fn the 'structure. There shall be two such test pieces ^^^^Jrom

each day's work. The test pieces shall be carefully examined be-

fore the form work is removed.

73- T«T LOAl^^ON FL«,^^^
be applied to a floor at any time after sixty

days from the hardening of the concrete, but they shall not exceed

one and one-half times the live load for which the floor has been

designed. On removal of the test load, after >ts application
^^^

twenty-four hours, the amount of permanent deflection shall be

«Sbk. having regard to the purpose for which the structure

is required.

74. Inspection
There shall be constant competent inspection thnmghoiit the

whole cf the work.
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